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1'01, J. ATALLAH. R_ COLE. AND M. T-GOODRICH under considermion. then t( 11) '" p(n) = O(seq( /l)). If the product 1(/1) of' p(,1) achieves the sequential lower bound for the problem, then we say the algorithm is optimal. When specifying the processor complexity. we omil the "big oh," C.g., we say "11 processors" rather than "O(n) processors"; this is justified because we can always save a constant facwr in the number of processors at a cost orthe same conSlanl factor in the running lime. In all of [he problems listed below, we achieve ten) = D(log n) and, simultaneously (except for planar point locationl. an optimal ten) * p(n), Previous work on parallel divide·and-conquer has produced relatively few algorithms Lhar are optimal in the above sense. Exceptions to this include some of the previous algorithms for the convex huU problem [1] , [4J, [6J, [18J, [27J and the problem of circumscribing a convex polygon with a minimum-area triangle [IJ. Unfortunately, each of these approaches was very problem-specific. Thus, there is a need for techniques of wider scope. This is in fact the mOlivation for our work, for we give a number of general techniques for efficiently solving problems in parallel by divide-and-conquer. We model the divide-and-conquer paradigm as a binary tree whose nodes contain sorted lists of some kind. The compmation involves compming on this tree in a recursively defined bOHom-up fashion using lists of items and labeling functions defined for each node in the tree. In Cole's scheme [13J, (he list at a node was defined to be the sorted merge of the two lists stored at its children. In our scheme. however, the lists at a node of the tree can depend on the lists 13f its children in more complex ways. For example, in our solution to the segmem inTersection deteCTion problem, the lists at a node depend on computing, in addition to merges. set difference operations thal are not directly solvable by the "cascading" method used by Cole [13] . Such operations arise here becausc the lists at a node comain segments ordered by their intersections with a vertical line (the so-called "above" relationship). which is obviously not a total order. One may be tcmpted to try to solve this problem by delaying the performance of these set difference operations un Iii the end of the compmarion. Unfortunately, this is not feasible for many reasons, not the least of which is that this approach could lead to a situation in which a processor tries to compare two incomparable items. Nor does it seem possible to explicitly perform the set difference operations on-line without sacrificing the time-efficiency of the cascading method. Our solUlion avoids both of these problems by using an on-line "identity-changing" technique.
Another significant contribution of this paper is an optimal parallel construction of the "fractional cascading" data structure of Chazelle and Guibas [11] . This too is based on a generalization of Cole's method [I3J in the sense that instead of having the computation proceeding up and down a tree, it now moves around a directed graph (possibly with cycles). Our solution to fractional cascading is quice different from the sequential method of Chazelle and Guibas (their method relies on an amortization scheme [0 achieve a linear running time L The following is a list of the problems for which our techniques result in improved complexity bounds. Unless otherwise specified, each performance bound is expressed as a pair (((n),p(n)), where ten) and pen) are the time and processor complexities, respectively, in [he CRE\-\' PRAM model.
Fractional cascading. Given a directed graph G = (V, E), such that every node U contains a soned list C(u), construct a data structure that, given a walk (VI, U:!,' .. , u m ) in G and an arbitrary element x, enables a single processor 10 locate x quickly in each C (v,) , where f1=IVI+!EI+2:,.",vIC(v)!. In [I:!J Chazelle and Guibas gave an elegant 0(,1) time, 0(11) space, sequential construction, where n =~•. cv IC(u)l. We give a (log 11, n/log n) conscruction.
TH.·o-sef dominance coutlting.
Given a set A = {qt, q2,' .. , q,} and a set B = {rl' r 2 , ••• ,rn!} of points in the plane, determine for each point r i in B the number of points in A whose x and.iI coordinares are both less than the correspondi ng coordinates of rio The problem size is n = 1+ m. A (log n log log n, ") solution was given in [5] . We improve this La (log n, nl.
Visibility Ironl a point. Given" line segments such that no tWO intersecr (except possibly at endpoints) and a point p, determine thaI pan of the plane visible from p.
if all rhe segments are opaque. A (log" log log 11, n) solution was given in [5] . We improve this to (log n, n).
We recemly learned that Reif and Sen [24J sol ved planar point location, trapezoidal decompositi on, segment intersection and visibilily in randomized O(log n) time using O(n) processors in the CREW PRAM model. All of our algorithms are deterministi c. This paper is organized as follows. In § 2 we present a generalized version of the cascading merge procedure and in § J we give our method fordoing fractional cascading in parallel. In § 4 we show how to apply the fractional cascading rechnique [Q a data structure we call the plane sweep tree, showing how to solve the trapezoidal decomposition and point location problems. In § 5 we show how to exrend the cascading merge technique to allow for cascading in the "above" panial order of line segments. giving solutions to the problems of building the plane sweep tree and solving the intersection derection problem. In § 6 we use the cascading divide-and-conquer rechnique lO compute labeling functions and show how to use this approach to solve threedimensional maxima, two-ser dominance couming, and visibility from a point. Finally, in § 7, we briefly describe how mosl of our algorithms can be implemente d in the EREW PRAM model with the same time and processor bounds as our CREW PRAM algorithms, and we conclude in § 8.
2. A generalized cascading merge procedure. In this section we presenL a technique for a generalized version of the merge soning problem. Suppose we are given a binary lree T (nOl necessarily complete) with irems, taken from some lOral order, placed at the leaves of T, so thaT each leaf contains at most one item. For simplicity, we aSSume that the items are distincr. We wish to compute for each internal node VET the SOrted list U(v) that consists of all the items stored in descendant nodes of v. (See Fig. 1.) In this section we show how to constrict U(v) for every node in the tree in O(heighl (T)) time using ITI processors, where ITI denotes the number of nodes in T This is a generalization of the problem studied by Cole [13] , because in his version the tree T is complete. Without loss of generality, we assume thaL every internal node v of T has two children. For if v has only one child then we can add a child to v (a leaf node) that does not store any items from the total order. Such an augmentation will at most double the size of T and does not change its height. Let a, h, and c be three items, with a~b. We say c is between a and b if a < c~b. Given an element a, we define the predecessor of a in B to be the greatest element in B that is less than or equal to a. If a < b l , then we say that the predecessor of a is -co. We define the rank of a in B to be the rank of the predecessor of a in B (-co has rank zero). We say that A is ranked in B if for every element in A we know its rank in B. We say that A and B are cross-ranked if A is ranked in Band B is ranked in A We define two operations on sorted lists. We define AU B to be the sorted merged list of all elemems in A or B. If B is a subset of A, then ":'Ie define A -B to be the sorted list of the elemented in A that are not in B.
Need to construct

U(v)
=
Let two sorted (non decreasing) lists
Let T be a binary tree. For any node v in T we let parent( v), sibling ( v) , lchild (v) , re/rild (v) , and deplh(v) denote the parent of v, the sibling of v, the left child of v, the right child of v, and the depth of v (the root is at depth zero), respectively. We also let root( T) and heighl( T) denote the root node of T and the height of T, respectively.
Let a sorted list L and a sorted list J be given. Using the terminology of Cole [13], we say that L is a c-cover of J if between each two adjacent items in (-co, L,co) there are al most c items from J (where (-co, L, co) denotes the list consisting of -co, followed by the elemems of L, followed by 00). We let SAMP..(L) denote the sorted list consisting of every clh element of L, and call this list the c-sample of L. That is, SAMP,.(L) consists of the clh element of L followed by the (2c)th element of L, and so on.
The algorithm for constructing U(u) for each VET proceeds in smges. Intuitively, in each stage we will be performing a portion of the merge of U(lchild (u») and U(rchild (v)) to give the list U(u). After performing a ponion of this merge we will gain some insight into how to perform the merge at v's parent. Consequently, we will pass some of the elements formed in the merge at v to l'·S parent, so we can begin performing the merge at v's parent.
Specifically, we denote the list stored at a node v in T at stage s by V, (v 
For each aClive node VE T we define the list U.:+1(v) as follows:
if all( vi~(s -2)/3.
At stage s + 1 we perform the following-computation at each internal node v that is currently active.
Per·srage computation {v, s+ 1). Form the two lists U~+l(lchild (v)) and U:+l(rchild (v)), and compute the new list U•• ,(v):~U;.,(lchUd (v))U U;., (,chUd (v) ).
This formalizes the notion that we pass information from the merges performed at the children of v in stage s to the merge being performed at v in stage s + I. Note that until v becomes full, U~"'l(V) will be the list consisting of every fourth element of U, (v) . This continues to be true aboUl U: +1(v) 
Thus, at stage s" + 3, parent ( 0) is full. Therefore, after 3 * height( T) stages every node has become full and the algorithm terminates. We have yet to show how to perform each stage in 0(1) time using n processors.
We begin by showing that the number of items in U'+I(U) can be only a little more than twice the number of items in U. (v) . a property that is essential to the construction. The case when the children of v are full at stage s-1 is similar (except that one divides by 2 or I instead of 4). Acmally, ir is simpler, since in this case the children of v were full in smge s -I; hence, the step using rhe induction hypothesis can be replaced by a simple algebraic substitUlion step. 0
In the next lemma we show that the way in which rhe V,curs grow is "well (7) for the next stage. By Corollary 2.3 we have that the constants C l and c~(of input conditions (3) and (4)) are both equal to four. Note that in stage s it is only necessary to store the lists for S -1; we can discard any lists for stages previous to that.
The method for performing all these merges with a total of ITI processors is basically to start out with O( I) virtual processors assigned to each leaf node, and each time we pass k elements from a node v to the parent of v (to perform the merge at the parent), we also pass O(k) virtual processors to perform the merge. When u·s parent becomes full, then we no longer ··store" any processors at v. (See [17] for details.) There can be at most O(n) elements present in active nodes of T for any stage s (where n is the number of leaves of T), since there are n elements present on the full level, at most nil on the level above that, n/8 on the level above that, and so on. Thus, we can perform the entire generalized cascading procedure using O( n) virtual processors, or n actual processors (by a simple simulation argument). This also implies that we need only O(n) storage for this computation, in addition to that used for the outpUl, since once a node v becomes full we can consider lhe space used for U(v) to be part of the output. Equivalently, if we are using the generalized merging procedure in an algorithm that does not need a U(v) list once v's parent becomes full, then we can implement that algorithm in O(n) space by deallocating the space for a U(v) list once it is no longer needed (this is in fact what we will be doing in § 6). 
OCIT[+N). 0
The above method comprises one of the main building blocks of the algorithms presemed in this paper. We presem another important building block in the following secllon.
3. Fractional cascading in parallel. Given a directed graph G = (V. £1, such that every node v conmins a sorted lisl C( ul, the fractional cascading problem is to construct an O(n) space dam structure that, given a walk (VI, V2,' .. , um) in G and an arbitrary e1emem x, enables a single processor to locate x quickly in each C(v;), where n = IVI +1 £1 +[,'<: v IC(v)!. Fractional cascading problems arise naturally from a number of compmational geometry problems. As a simple example of a fractional cascading problem, suppose we have five different English dictionaries and would like to build a dala strucrure thal would allow us [0 look up a word w in all the dictionaries. Chazelle and Guibas [12] give an elegant O(n) time sequential method for conslructing a fractional cascading data structure from any graph G, as described above, achieving a search time of O(log n + m log d(G)), where d(G) is the maximum degree of any node in G. However, their approach does not appear to be "parallelizable."
In this section we show how (Q construct a data structure achieving the same performance as that of ChazeJle and Guibas in O(log n) time using fn/log nl processors. Our method begins with a preprocessing step similar to one used by Chazelle and Guibas where we "expand" each node of G into two binary trees-one for its in-edges and one for its out-edges-so thal each node in our graph has in-degree and out-degree al most 2. We then perform a cascading merge procedure in stages on this graph. Each catalogue C(u) is "fed imo" the node v in samples that double in size with each stage and these lists are in turn sampled and merged along the edges of G.
Lisls continue to be sampled and "pushed" across the edges of G (even in cycles) for a logarithmic number of smges, at which time we stop the computalion and add some links between elements in adjacent lists. We conclude this section by showing that this gives us a frac[ional cascading data structure, and that the computation can be implemented in O(log n) time and O(n) space using r"flog n1 processors.
We show below how to perform the compu[3tions in O(log n) time and O(n) space using n processors. We will show later how (0 get the number of processors down to rnflog III by a careful application of Brent's theorem [11] . 
Tile above preprocessing step is similar to a preprocessing step lIsed in the sequential fractional cascading algorithm of Chazelle and Guibas [12] . This is Where the resemblance to [he sequential algorithm ends, however.
The goal for the rest of the computation is to construct a special soncd list B(v), Intuitively, the per-stage computation is designed so thar if v came from the original graph G (i.e .. VE V), then lJ will be "feeding" BAv) with samples of the catalogue C(v) that double in size with each stage. These samples are then cascaded back inlo the gateway v' for v and from there back through' the fan-in tree for lJ. We will also be merging any samples "passed back" from the fan-oul tree for v with B,(v'), and cascading these values back through [he fan-in tree for v as well. We iterare the per·stage compuration for flog N 1stages, where N is the size of the largest catalogue in G. We will show rhat after we have completed the last stage, and updated some ranking poimers, 6 will be a fractional cascading data strucwre for G. The delails follow.
Recall that D o ( vl = 0 for all v E V. Ear srage-s ;;;0, we define B~+I(v) and B'~'I(u)
as follows:
.
_{B;+>(":')U B:+,(w,)
o where c(s)=2 f10 I!-NJ-s and N is the size of the largest catalogue. The per·stage computation, then, is as follows.
Per-stage compuration (v, s + 1). Using rhe above definitions, construct B s + I( v)
for all VE V in parallel (using IB,+I(v)1 processors for each v).
The function (.'(s) is defined so that if VE V, then as the compurarion proceeds
[he list B:+l(v) will be empry for a while. Then ar some stage s + I, it will consist of a single element of C(v) (the (2
1ID
I!-N l-<)th element), in srage s+2 al most three elements (evenly sampled), in srage s+3 at most five elements, in stage s+4 al most nine elements, and so on. This continues until the final stage (srage flog N 1), when
Intuilively, the c(s) funclion is a mechanism for synchronizing rhe processes of "feeding" the C(v) lists into the nodes of 6 so that all the processes complete at the same time. We show below that each stage can be performed in 0(1) time, resulting in a running lime of the cascading computations rhat is O(log N) (plus the rime it lakes time to compute the value of N, namely, O(log n)). The following important lemma is similar to Lemma 2.1 in thal ir guarantees that the bridge lists do not grow "too much" from one stage [ 
The first of these two corollaries implies that we can satisfy all the c-cover input conditions for the Merge Lemma (Lemma 2.4) for performing the merge operations focthe compmation at stage s in 0(1) time using n, processors, where n, = L"E Ii 18, (v) [.
We use the second corollary [Q show that when the computation is completed we will have a fractional cascading data structure (after adding the appropriate rank pointers). We maintain the following rank information at the stan of each stage s_
(2) For each item in B: (I) ): its rank in B,(v) (and thus, implicitly, irs rank in
By having this rank information available at the stan of each stage s, we satisfy all the ranking input conditions of the Merge Lemma. Thus, we can perform each stage in 0(1) time using n, processors. Moreover, the omput computations of the Merge Lemma allow us [Q maintain all the necessary rank information into rhe next stage. Note that in stage s it is only necessary to store the lists for s -I; we can discard any lists for stages previous to that, as in the generalized cascading merge.
Recall thar we perform the computation for flog Nl stages, where N is the size of the largest catalogue. When the computation completes, we take B (I) 
We can perform this ranking step by [he following method. Assign a processor 10 
In other words. G is a fractional cascading data structure. We show that 6 uses O(n) space in the following lemma.
in G: Proof. Recall that while constructing the bridge lists in 6 we copy one-fourth or [ he elements in each bridge list to at most two of its neighbors. Thus, we have Lhe following:
(This is obviously an overestimate, but it is good enough for the purposes of the analysis.) 0 COROLLARY 3.6. TI,e toral amount of space used by the fractional cascading data
Proof The tOlal amoum of space used by the fractional cascading data structure
is O()Vr+!E)+L'd,IB(v)[).
Since all the bridge lists stan out empty,
Therefore, since IV/+IEI is O(lVI+)£j) by the definition of 6, the total amount of space used by the fractional cascading data structure is O(n). 0 Note that the upper bound on the space of the fractional cascading data structure holds even if 6 contains cycles. This corollary, then, implies that we can construct a fractional cascading dara structure 6 from any catalogue graph C in O(log n) time and O( n) space using n processors, even if G contains cycles. We have not shown, however, how to assign these n processors to their respective jobs.
The method for performing the processor allocation is as follows. [nitially, we assign 2) C( v Hvinua! processors ro. each node v E V and no processors to each node v E if -V. This requires at most 2n virtual processors; hence, can be easily simulated with n actual processors. Each time we pass k elements from a node v to a node w (in performing the merge at node w) we also pass along (exact!y) k virtual processors to go with them. When we say that we are passing a virtual processor from some node o to some node w. all we are actually changing is the node to which that processor is assigned. Since, by Lemma 3. Bx(v) and repeat the give-away procedure for the next stage. In addition, since we pass a processor for each item we pass to another node, each processor Pi can maintain not only which node it is assigned but P, can also maintain mv , the number of other processors that are assigned to that node, as well as maintaining a unique integer identification for itself in the range [ Thus, we can solve the fractional cascading problem in O(log n) time using n processors. For the applications we study in this paper, however, we can do even beller. The following lemma enumerates two important situations where the method just described can be improved. 
There are tWO qualifications we must make to Brenes theorem before we can apply it in the PRAM model, however. The first is that we must be able to compute N; at the beginning of step i in O( rNJ P 1) time using P processors. And, second, we must know how to assign each processor to its job. Thus, in order to apply Brent's theorem to our problem of doing fractional cascading, we must deal with these processor allocation problems.
Lel f = {PI, P:J., ... , Pm} be the set of virtual processors used in the fractional cascading algorithm (with m:2 2tl), and lel f' = {p~, P;•... , Plrrflo~,,]} be the set of processors we will be using to simulate the fractional cascading algorithm. Assuming that d(Gl is constant or we are given the list of vertices in Out(v. G) in sorted order,
we can compute the graph 6 and the initial assignment of processors from f, so that 
TIlis bound is optimal. 0 4. The plane-sweep tree data structure. In this section we define a data slructure, which we call the plane-sweep tree, and show how to use it and the fractional cascading procedure of the previous section to solve the trapezoidal decomposition problem and the planar-point location problem in O(log 11) lime using n processors. Since the construction oflhis data structure is quite inVOlved, we merely define the data structure now, and show how to construct it in these same bounds in § 5.
LeI 5 The idea of using a tree data structure such as this to paralleiize plane-sweeping is due to Aggarwal el al. [I] and is itself based on the "segment tree" of Bentley and Wood [8] . The data structure of Aggarwal et al. consists of the tree T described above with X'=X(S) (i.e., it has 2n+lleavesl. Aggarwal el a1. store the list Cover(v) at each node v sorTed by the "above'· relation for line segments. They construct these lists by first collecting the segments in each Cover( v) and lhen SOrTing all the Cover(v)'s in parallel, an operarion that requires B(log" rl) lime using n processors [ Although based on the structure of Aggarwal et aL, the plane-sweep tree differs from it in some imponant ways. One such difference is that the plane-sweep tree allows us to perform O(n) multilocations in O(log n) time using n processors, after a preprocessing step that takes O(log n) lime using n processors. Also, instead of taking X' to be the entire XeS) liSl, we define X' to be the list consisling of every flog nlth element of xes), i.c., X' = SAMPrlor-"l (X(S)). Thus, each vertical strip IT" associated with a leaf of T in our construction contains O(log ,,) segment endpoints. Like Aggarwal et aI., we also slore each Covedv) listsoned by the "above" relation. In addition, for every node v of T we define the set End(v) as follows:
End(v) = {s,ls, E S. has an endpoint in fI,_. and does :lot span IT,.}.
Although End( v) is defined for each node of T we only construct a copy of End(v) if v is a leafnodc. We do not store the elements of any Elld(v) in any paI1icular order. This is due to the fact that End(v) contains O{log tl) segments for any leaf node; hence a single processor can search the entire list in O(log n) time.
Note that all the segments in the Covedvrs of any root-to-leaf path in Tare comparable by the "above" relation. Thus, if we direct all the edges in T so that each edge goes from a child to its parent, Lhen the elements stored in any directed walk in T are all comparable by the "above" relationship. Therefore, we can apply the fractional cascading technique of the previous section to T (with each Covedv) playing the role of the catalogue C(v)). Since T has bounded degree and has O(n log n) space, we can, by Theorem 3.10, construct a fractional cascading data structure t for T in O(log n) time and O(n log n) space using n processors. This data structure allows us to perform the multilocation of any point p (in a leaf-to-roor walk) in O(log tl) time (O(Iog n) for the binary search at the leaf, and an additional 0(1) for each internal node on the path to the root). We also store the set End(v) in each leaf v of i: The plane-sweep tree data structure, then, consists of the tree f constructed from T by fractional cascading, where T is defined with X'=SAMP[lol;"j (X(S)), has Cover(v) stored in so ned order for every node [:E T, and the set Errd(v) stored (unsonedl for each leaf node vET (see Fig. 4) .
In § 5 we show how to construct this data structure efficiently in paralleL Since the construction is father involved, before giving the details of the construction, we give two applications of this data structure. We begin with the trapezoidal decomposition problem.
4.1. The trapezoidal decomposition problem. Let S = {Sl' S2,' . . ,s,,} be a set of nonintersecling line segments in the plane. For any endpoinl p of a segment in S a trapeZOidal segment for p is a segment of S that is directly above or below p such that the venical line segment from p to this edge is nor intersected by any other segment in S. The trapezoidal decomposition problem is to find the trapezoidal segment(s) for each endpoint of the segments in S. Even in the parallel setting, this problem is oflen Proof Construct the plane-sweep tree data structure T for S. Theorem 5.2 (to be given later, in § 5) shows that this structure can be constructed in O(log n) time using n processors. And we already know that T can be made imo a fractional cascading data structure f in these same bounds. We assign a single processor to every segment endpoim (there are 2n such points). Let us concentrate on computing the trapezoidal segment below a single segment endpoint p. Let (v,, ..• roOl{ T)) be the leaf.to-roOl path in j that starts with the leaf v such that p E fI,.. We first search through ETld(v) to see if there are any segments in this set that are below p, and take the one that is closest to p (recall that End(lJ) contains O(log n) segments). We then perform the multi location of p in the leaf-Io-roar walk starring at lJ, giving us for each", such that p EO ... the segment in Cover( 11') directly below p. We choose among these pog n 1 segments the segment that is closest to p. Comparing this segment to the one (possibly) found in End(v), we get the segment in S, if there is one, that is directly below p.
Since the length of the walk from v to root( T) is at most [log n 1, by the method outlined at the end of § J [12J, this computation can be done in O{log n) time using n processors. Since the two-dimensional maxima problem can be reduced to trapezoidal decomposition in 00) lime using TI processors [17J, and the two-dimensional maxima problem has a sequential lower bound of n(n log 11) in the algebraic computation tree model [7] , {20J, we cannot do better than O(log 11) time using Tl processors. 0
COLE. AND M. T. GOODRICH
Solving. the trapezoidal decomrosili on problem efficicnlly in p<Jrallcl has proven to be an imponam step in triangulalin g a polygon efficienlly in parallel [I] . [:2], [5], [17] , [28] . In ract, Theorem 4.1 is used in the algorithms or Goodrich [19] and Yap [:2.8] [Q achieve an GOog") time solution LO polygon triangulatio n using only n processors. We next point OUl that lhe plane-sweep lree can also be used to solve the planar point location problem. 4:2. The planar point location problem. The planar point localion problem is lhe rOllowing: Given a planar subdivision S cons is ling or n edges, conSlruct a data structure that, once constructed , enables one processor to determine ror a query point p the face in S containing p. This problem has applications in several other parallel computational geometry problems, such as Voronoi diagram construction . Proof. The solulion to this problem is to build the plane-sweep tree dala structure ror S (with fractional cascading) and associate with each edge Si the name of the face above Si. As already mentioned, Theorem 5.2 (to be given later, in § 5) shows that the tree T can be constructed in G(log ,,) time using n processors. Also recall that T Can be made a fractional cascading dam structure t in these bounds. Lct a query point p be given. A planar point location query ror p can be solved in G(log IT) serial time by performing a multilocalio n like that used in the proof or The results of § § 4.1 and 4.2 are conditional: they hold if we can construct the plane-sweep tree data structure efficiently in parallel. We next show how to construct the plane-sweep tree in G(log n) time using only n processors.
5. Cascading with line segment partial orders. In this seclion we show how to modify the cascading divide-and· conquer technique of § 2 to solve some geometric problems in which the elemems being merged belong to the partial order defined by a set of nonimersec ting line segments. Recall that in this partial order a segment SI is "above" a segment S2 if there is a vertical line that intersects both segments. and its intersection with S1 is above its intersection with S2. We apply this technique to the problems of constructing the plane-sweep tree data structure and of detecling if any two of II segments in the plane intersect.
We now give a brief overview of the problems encountered and our solulions to them. The essemial computatio n is as follows: we have a binary lree with lists stored in its leaves, and we wish to combine them in pairs (up the tree) to conSlruct lists at inter'lal nodes. The main difficulty is that the list stored at some node v is not defined as a simple merge of the lists stored at the children or v. Instead, its definilion involves deleting elements from lists stored at children nodes before perrorming a merge. These delctions are quite troublesome , because if we try to perform these deletions while cascading, then the rank information will become corrupted, and the cascade will fail.
On the other hand, if we try [Q postpone the deletions La some postprocessing step, then there will be nondeleted elements that are not comparable [Q others at the same node; hence, there will be instances when processors try to compare two elements that are not comparable, and the cascade will fail. The main idea of our method for getting around these problems is to embed panial orders in total orders ··on the fly" while we are cascading up the trce. That is, we change the identity of segments as they are being passed up the tree, so that the segments in any list are always linearly ordered. To be able to do this, however, we must do some preprocessing that involves simultaneously performing a number of cascading merges in parallel. \Ve complete the computation by performing a purging postprocessing step to remove the segments thal "changed identity" (as an alternative to being deleted).
For the intersection detection problem, we need to dovetail the deteclion of intersections with the cascading. That is, we cascade the results of intersection checks along with the segments being passed up the tree. The complication here is that if we should ever detect an intersection on the way up the tree we cannot stop and answer "yes" as this would require O(log n) time (to "fan-in" all the possible answers). Thus we are forced to proceed with the merging until we reach the root, even though in the case of an intersection the segments being merged no longer even belong to a panial order. We show that in this case we can replace the segmem with a special place holder symbol so thal the cascades can proceed. After the cascading merge completes we perfo~m some postprocessing to then check if any intersections are present.
The next two subsections give the details.
5.1. Plane-sweep tree construction. In this subsection we describe how to conslruct the Cover(v) lists for each node v in the plane-sweep tree T. We begin by making a few definitions and observations. We let lefl (Il<.) (respectively, right (Il<.l) denote the left (right) vertical boundary line for [1<.. We define the dominaror node of a segment Si, denoted dam(si), to be the deepest node v (i.e., farthesI from the root) in T such that 5i is complelely contained in Il L __ That is, the dominator of Si is the node t' such that Sj does not intersect left (II.,) or right (II,.), but Sj does intersect the vertical boundary separa~ing IIklu/dlvl and IT''''''ildlvt. In addition, we define the following sets for each node vET: 
/(v, d)~(.<,1s,E L(v) and d = depth(dom(s,)l. r( v, d)~(s,ls, E R( v) and d~depth (dom( 5,) lI.
Note that I( v, d) and r( v, d
) are only defined (or 0;;:;;; d < deprh (d. Any time we construct one of these sets il will be ordered by the "above" relation, so for (he remainder of this section we represent (hese sets as sorted lists. In the following lemma we make some observations concerning (he relationships between the various lists defined above. 
and not in Cover(x) ( 
7) COV.,(x)~L(y) -/(y, depth(v)), (8) COV.,(y)~R(x) -,(x, deprh(v)):
Proof The proof follows [rom the definitions. 0 Lemma 5.1 essentially Slates that the lists I, r, L, R, and Cover for the nodes On a particular level of T can be defined in terms of lists for nodes on the next lower level of T. We could use this lemma and the parallel merge technique of Valiant [26] , as implemented by Borodin and Hopcroft [10] , to construct a sorted copy of each Cover(v) list in O(log n log log n) time using n processors, improving on the previous bound of O(log~11) time using the same number of processors, due to Aggarwal et al.
[1]. We can do even beUer, however, by exploiting the structure of the Land R lists.
We describe how to do this below, in order to achieve a running time of O(log n) still using n processors. Before going into the demils of the plane-sweep tree construction, we give a brief overview of the algorithm.
HIGH-LEVEL DESCRIPTION OF PLANE-SWEEP TREE CONSTRUCTION.
The construction consists of the following four steps:
Step 1. Construct l (v, d) and r(v. d) for every VE T To implement this step. we perform [log n1 generalized cascading merges in parallel (one for each d) based on
(1) and (2) of Lemma 5.1 (starling with the leaf nodes of T). We implement this step in O(log n) time using n processors in total for all the merges.
Step 2.
based on (3) and (4 
Step 3. Conslfuct L(v) and R(u) for every VE T. To implement this step we perform a generalized cascading merge procedure based on (5) and (6) and the information computed in Step 2 (starring with the leaf nodes of n. We never actually perform the set difference operations of (5) and (6), however. Instead, at the point in the merge that a segment in, say, I(v, d,,) , should be deleled we "change the identity" or that segrnelllio ils rredecessor in Ll e) -It t·. eI, l (which we know Cram Slep 21. ThaI is. from this point on in the casc:.lding merge this segment is indistinguishable from
). \Ve sho\\' helow that (il the cascading merge will not be corrupted by doing this, (iil the lists ncver comain Loa many duplicate entries (lhm would require us to use more tban 11 processors), and (iii) alkr the merge completes, we can construct L(v) and R(L') for each node by removing duplicate seg.ments ill O(log II) time using /I processors.
Step 4. Construct Cuvcr(vj forever)' VET using (7) and (8) and the lists constructed in Stcp 3. The implementation of this step amounts 10 compressing each L(vl (respectively, R(v)) so as to delete aillhe segments in I(L" d,,) (respectively, I'(v, d,.) ), and then copying the lisl of segmems so compUled to the sibling node in T.
END OF HIGH-LEVEL DESCRII'T10!"".
We now describe how to perform each or these high-level steps.
5.2.
Step I: Constructing I( t', d) and r( v, d) . We construct the 1( l'. d) and r( l'. d I lists as follows. We make flog 111 copies of T. and let TId) denOle tree number d.
Note that by our definition or T the space needed to store the ··skeleton" or each TId) is O(n/log n). This of course results in a 10tal of 0(11) space for all the Tfdrs. \ d,. ) and, using the merging procedure of Shiloach and Vishkin [15] or that of Bilardi and Nicolau [9] , we merge a copy of l (v, d,.) Step 2 can be implemented in D(log 11) time using n processors.
5.4.
Step 3: Constructing L(v) <:and R(v). In this Slep we perform another cascading merge on T; this time to construct L( v) and R(v) for each VE T based on (5) and (6) of Lemma 5.l. Initially, we have Ltd and R{vl constructed only for the leaves. We then merge these lists up the tree based on (51 and (6) as in Theorem 2.5. The computation for this step differs from the cascading merge of Stcp 2, however, in that we need to be performing sct-difference opcrations as well as list mcrges as we are cascading up the trce. Unfortunately, it is not clear how to perform these differcnce operations on-line any faster than Ot log. n) time per level, which would result in a running time that is G(log~II), We get around this problem by ncver actually performing the difference operations. That is, we do not actually delete segments from any lists, Instead, we change the identity of a segment S, in say, 1 (.1', d,.) , to its predecessor in L (y) -lCI', d,,' ) when we are performing the merge as node v, where .1' = rchild (v) (see Fig, 6 ). We do this instead of simply marking Sj as '"deleted" in L( u), because segments in 1 (.1', d,,' ) may not be comparable to segments in L(x) (the list with which we wish to merge L (yl-/(y, d,.) ). Simply marking a segment as being ··deleted'· could thus result in a processor ancmpting to comparc two incomparable segments, U(z) = (-00, -00 , -00, -00, -00, -00, -00, -(0) Clearly, the fact that we change the identity of a segment in 1 (.1', d,. ) to its predecessor in L(.I') -1(,1", d,_ 1means that there will be multiple copies of some segments. This will not corrupt the cascading merge, however, because one of the properties of the "above" relation for segments is that all duplicate copies of a segment will be contiguous. Moreover, they will remain contiguous as the cascading merge proceeds up the tree. In addition, even though we will have multiple copies of segmeOls in lists as they are merging up the tree, we can still implement this step Wilh a total of n processors, because there will never be more items present in any L( l:) than the tOlal number of items stored in the (leaf) descendants of L" At the end of this step we assign r1 L (v)I/log nl processors to each v and compress out the duplicate entries in L(v) in D(log II) lime. Thus, we can construct L(vl and R(v) (compressed and sorted) for each vET in G(log ,,) time using n processors.
Step 4: Constructing Cover(v).
In this step we construct COL'er(v) for every v in T, based on (7) and (8) of Lemma 5.1. We implement this step by first compressing respectively, R( v) ) so as to delete all the segments in I( L', d<,) lrespectively, r(v, d,.) ), and thcn by copying the list of segments so compuled LO thc sibling of v in T This can all be done in G(log n) time using 11 processors.
Thus, summarizing the entire previous section, we have the following theorcm. THEOREM 5.2. Given a set S of nonintersecti1/g line ....egmenrs in the plane, we ca,l constrnct the plane-sweep tree Tfor S in G(log II) time usillg n processors in the CREW PRAM model, and this is optimal.
Proof We have already established the correcmess and complexity bounds. To see that our construction is optimal, note that the plane-sweep tree requires !l{n log n) space. 0 In the previous sections we assumed that segments did nor intersect. Indeed, T is defined only if they do not intersect. We show in the next section that we can detect an intersection, if there is one, by constructing T while simultaneously checking for intersections.
5.6. The segment intersection detection problem. The problem we solve in this section is the following: given a set S of n line segments in the plane, determine if any two segments in S intersect We begin by staling the conditions that we use to test for an intersection. [1] used this lemma and their data structure to solve the intersection detection problem in G(log2 n) time using n processors. Their method consisted of constructing the Cover(v) lists independently of one another, basing comparisons on segment intersections with left (n c ')' and then testing for condition (1) by checking if each list Cover(v) would be in the same order if they based comparisons on segment intersections with right (IT~)_ If no intersection was detected by this step, then they tested for condition (2i by performing G{,,) muhilocalions of segment endpoints. This entire process look O(log:! n) time using n processors.
We use this lemma by testing for condition (1) while we are constructing the plane-sweep tree for S (instead of waiting until after it has been built) and in so doing we achieve an G(log n) time bound for this test (since our construction takes only G(log n) time). We test condition (1) in the same fashion as Aggarwal el aI., that is, by doing G( n) multilocations after the plane-sweep tree has been built. Since with our data structure the mUltiplications can all be performed in GOog n) time, the emire intersection-detection process takes G(log n) time using n processors.
Since we do not construct the Cover(v) lists independently of one another, but instead construct them by performing several cascading merges, we must be very careful in how we base segment comparisons, and in how we test for condition (I) . For if two segments intersect, then determining which segment is above the other depends on the vertical line upon which we base the comparison.
We consider each step of the construction in tum, beginning with Step 1. Recall [hat in Step I we construct all the /(v, d) and dv, d) lists for each vET In the following lemma we show that if we base segment comparisons on appropriate vertical lines, Step I can be performed just as before. 5, ) ). There is only one node that is an ancesror of I: and is at depth d in T. 0 Thus, we can perform the mcrges based on (I) and (2) of Lemma 5.1 (e.g., (.1', d) ) by basing all segment comparison.s on the imersection of the segments with lhe verrical boundary separaling the two children of their dominator node. That is, if 51 and 5.:-. are twO segments to be compared in Step 1, then we say thal 51 is "above" s.:-. if and only if the intersection of 51 with L is above the intersection of 5.:-. with L, where L is the verrical boundary line separating the two children of Jom(s,l (=dom(s~)).
In
Step 2 we computed for each segment in I(v, d,.) (respectively, r( t" d,.) 
Recall that we did this by merging I(v,d,.) any I(v, d) , then we have detected an intersection, and we are done. Otherwise, we proceed with Step 2 just as before, basing comparisons on segment intersections with left (TI,,).
In
Step 3 we performed a cascading merge up the tree T, constructing L(v) and R( v) for every node vET Recall that this cascading merge was based on (5) and (6) ). If we detect that an intersection has occurred, then we will have tWO elements lhat are out of order. If this should occur. we replace both items by the distinguished symbol S. Then, as the merges cominue up the tree, any time we compare an item with S. we replace that item with S and proceed just as before. This keeps the merging process consistent, and after the cascading merge completes we can then in O(log IT) time test if any of the items in any L(v) or R(v) contain a S symbol. by assigning f1L(vll/log nl processors ro each VE T.
In Step 4 we conslructed Cover( v I for each VET. Recall that we did this by simply performing compressing and copying openllions on lists constructcd in Step J. Thus, several different geometric problems by combining the merging procedure of § 2 with divide-and-conquer strategies based on merging lists with labels defined on their elements. For most of these problems our divide-and-conquer approach gives an efficient sequential alternative to lhe known sequential algorithms (which use the plane-sweeping paradigm) and gives rise to efficient parallel algorilhms as well. We begin with the lhree-dimensional maxima problem. > x( fI, l, ,1'( p,) :> Y/' fI, J, and :( fI, l > z( Pi)· A point fI, E V is said 10 be a maximum if it is not three-dominated by any other point in V. The three-dimensional maxima problem, then, is [Q com pUle the set, M, of maxima in V. We show how to solve the three-dimensional maxima problem efficiently in parallel in the fOllowing algorithm.
Our method is based on cascading a divide-and-conqucr strategy in which the subproblem merging step involves the computation of two labeling functions for each point. The labels we usc are motivated by the optimal sequential plane-sweeping algorithm of Kung, Luccio, and Preparal3 [20] . Specifically, for each point Pi we compute the maximum z~coordinaLe from among all points that one·dominate P, and use that label to also compute the maximum :-coordinate from among all points that two-dominatc Pi. We can then test if Pi is a maximum point by comparing z(p,) to this latter label. The details follow.
Without loss of generality, we assume the input points are given sorted by increasing y-coordinates, i.e., Y(Pi) <Y(P'+I)' since if they are not given in this order we can SOrt them in D(log r1) lime using II processors [13] . Let T be a complete binary tree with leaf nodes VI, V!,···, V~(in this order). In cach leaf node Vi we store the list B(v i )= (-00, Pi), where -00 is a special symbol such that x( -00) < x( Pj) and y( -co) < Y( Pj) for all points Pj in V. Initializing T in this way can be done in G(log II) time using n processors. We then perform a generalized cascading merge from the leaves of T as in Theorem 2.5, basing comparisons on increasing x-coordinates of the points (nol lheir y-coordinatesl. Using the nOlation of § 2, we let U(v) denote the sorted array of the points stored in the descendants of vET sorted by increasing x-coordinates. ,p,) ). In order to be more explicit in how we refer to various ranks, we let pred (Pi, v) denote the predecessor of Pi in U(v) (which would be -co if the xcoordinates of the points in U(v) are all larger than x(p;)) (see Fig. 7 ). As we are performing the cascading merge, we update the labels zod and zrd based on the equations in the following lemma. LEMMA 6.1. Let P, be an elemenr of U( v) and let Ii = Ic1lild (v) and w = rc1lild (v). 17ren we have tile following:
Proof Consider (9) . If p, E U(u), then every point that one-dominates Pi'S predecessor in U(w) also one-dominates p" since P,'S predecessor in U(w) is the point with largest x-coordinate less than X(Pi) (or -00 if every point in U(w) has larger x-coordinate than Pi)' Thus zod(p" v) is the maximum of zod(p" u) and zod(pred (Pi, W), w) in this case. The case when p,E U(w) is similar. Next, consider (10) . We know that every point in U(w) has )'-coordinate greater than every point in U(ul, by our construclion of T Therefore, if P, We use these equations during the cascading merge [Q maintain the labels for each point. By Lemma 6_1, when l' becomes full (and we have V(u), U(II'), and U(u)U V(II') available), we can determine the labels for all the points in U(v) in O(l) addilionaltime using IU(v)1 processors. Thus, the running time of the cascading merge algorithm, even with these additional label computations, is still O(log Ii) using 11 processors. Moreover, after L··S parent becomes full we no longer need U(v), and can deallocate the space it occupies. resulting in an O(n) space algorithm, as oUllined in~2. After we complete the merge, and have computed U(roor( T)), along with all the labels forrhe poims in V(rool( T»), note that'a point Pi E V(root(T)) is a maximum if and only if ztd (p" roOf( T) 1:;;;; =( p,) (there is no point that two-dominates Pi and has :-coordinate greater lhan Z(Pi)). Thus, afler compleling the cascading merge we can construct the set of maxima by compressing all the maximum points imo one comiguous list using a simple parallel prefix compuration_ We summarize in the following theorem. We have established the correctness and complexity bounds for parallel three·dimensional maxima finding in the discussion above. Kung, Luccio, and Preparata [20] have shown that this problem has an fi(n log n) sequemial lower bound (in the comparison model). Thus, we can do no better than O(log n) time using II processors. 0 It is wonh nOEing thar we can use roughly the same method as that above as [he basis step of a recursive procedure for solving the general k·dimensional maxima problem. The resulting lime and space complexities are given in the following theorem. We state the theorem for k~3 (since the two·dimensional maxima problem can easily be solved in O(log II) time and 0(,,) space by a soning step followed by a parallel prefix step). Luccio. and Prermrata [20). using a procedure very similar to that described above as the basis for the recursion. We leave the dctails to the reader. 0 Next. we address the two-set dominance counting problem. We also show how the multiple range-counling problem and the rectilinear segment intersection counting problem can be reduced to two-set dominance problems eflicielHly in parallel.
6.2. The two~set dominance counting problem. In the tWO-sct dominance counting problem we are given a set A = {ql, q~,. , .. q,.,} and a set B = {fl. r~.· ... TIl ofpoims in the plane, and wish to know for each point T, in B the number of points in A that are lwo-dominated by rio For simplicity, we assume that the points have distinct x (respectively, yl coordinates. Our approach to this problem is similar to that of the previous subsection, in that we will be performing a cascading merge procedure while maintaining two labeling functions for each point. In this case the labels maintain for each point p,tfrom A or B) how many points of A are one-dominated by Pi and also how many points of A are two-dominmed by Pi. As in the previous solution. the first label is used to mainlain the second, The details follow. 
Proof Consider (II). For any point P, E U( III the number ofpoims one-dominated by p, is equal to the number of poinls in V(Il) that are in A and one-dominated by ( v) that are in A and two-dominated by P, is the number of points in U(lI) that are in A and one-dominated by pred (Pi, U), plus lhe number of poims in U(ll'l that are in A and two-dominated by p" plus one if pred (Pi, III is in A This is exactly (12) in this case.
D.
By Lemma 6.4, when v becomes full (and we have U (u l, U (I\' 1. and U( lO) = U (II) U U(llr) availablel. we can determine the labels for all the points in U(v) in 0(1) additional time using J U( v)1 processors. Thus, the running time of the cascading merge algorilhm, even wilh lhese addilional label computalions, is still OClog /I) using 11 processors. After we complete the merge, and have computed U(root (TIL along with all lhe labels for the poims in U(rool (T)), then we are done. We summarize in lhe following lheorem. Proof The correctness and complexity bounds should be apparent [rom lhe discussion above. To prove the lower bound note Lhat the two-dimensional maxima problem can be reduced LO dominance counting in O( I J lime using n processors (see [17] ). Since the maxima problem has an O( /I log /I) lower bound [20J in the comparison model, we conclude thaI we can do no beuer lhan O(log /l ) time using /I processors in the CREW PRAM model. 0
There are a number of mher problems that can be reduced [0 lwo-sel dominance counting. We menlion lWO here, lbe firs[ being the multiple range-counting problem:
given a set V of I points in the plane and a set R of TIl isothctic rectangles (ranges) the multiple range-coullting problem is to compute the number of poinrs interior to each rectangle. COROLLARY [15] have shown that counting the number of points interior to a rectangle can be reduced to dominance counting. That is, given a rectangle r = (PI, P2, p 0 TIle final problem we address at is visibility from a point. 6 .3. The visibility from a point problem. Given a set of line segments 5 = {5 I, 52, ... , 5,,} in the plane that do not intersect, except possibly at endpoints, r.md a point p, the visibility from a point problem is to determine the part of the plane that is visible from p assuming every Sj is opaque. Intuitively, we can think or the point p as a specular light source, the segments as walls, and the problem to determine all the parts of the plane that are illuminated. We can use the cascading divide-and-conquer technique to solve this problem in G(log n) time and O(n) space using n processors. Without loss of generality, we assume that the point p is at negative infinity below all the segmems. The algorithm is essentially the same if p is a finite point, except that the notion of segment endpoints being ordered by x-coordinate is replaced by the notion that they are ordered radially around p. In other words, it suffices lO compute the lower ellvelope of the n segments to give a method for computing the visibility from a point. For simplicity of expression, we also assume thar the x·coordinates of the endpoints are distincr.
In the previous two subseclions the set of objecls consisted of poims, but in the visibility problem we are dealing Wilh line segments. The method is slightly differenl in this case. In this case, we SlOre the segmems in the leaves of a binary tree and perform a cascading merge of the x·coordinates of intervals of the x-axis determined by segmem endpoints. We maimain a single label for each interval which represents the segment which is visible from -00 on that interval. The delails follow.
( -00, PI, fl2), where PI and P~arc the two endpoints of s" with x( PI) < x( p~), and -00 is defined such that x( -co) < x( p) and ,I'( -co) <.1"( p) for all points p. We then perform a generalized cascading merge from the leaves of T as in Theorm 2.5, basing comparisons on increasing x-coordinates of the points. For each internal node V we let U(v) denote an array of the points stored in the descendants of lIE T sorted by increasing x-coordinates. For each point p, in U(v) we store a label vis(p" v) which stores the segment with endpoints in V(v) that is visible in the interval -.
(:rep,), x(SUCC{Pi, u))), where SIICC(p" v) denotes [he successor of Pr in U(L') (based on x-coordinates), Initially, the vis labels are only defined for the leaf nodes of T That is, if U(v)=(-oo,PI.P:!), where Si=PIP~, then vis(-oo) = +00, vis(pd=,~" and vise P2) = +00, We use pred (PI> v) to denote the predecessor of Pi in U (v). As we are performing the cascading merge, we update the vis labels based on the equation in the following lemma (see Fig. 9 ). 
PI P2 P3
p, ps P6 P7 p, the three-dimensional maxima problem, the two-set dominance counting problem, the rectilinear segment intersection counting problem, and (he vi:-ibililY from a point problem. Our <llgorithms for these problems all ran in O(log,,) time using n proceSSOrs , which i!i optimal.
